FADE IN:

EXT. POOR NEIGHBORHOOD – DAY

It is very poor and abandoned place. The houses are in a bad state of conservation. Some African-Americans chat in the corners as children play around.

ROBERT (OS)
...is like my mum said there are people that avoid to talk about racial matters...

PHILIP (OS)
Yeah. They hate the stereotypes...

ROBERT (OS)
Like what?

PHILIP (OS)
Black people cursing...

ROBERT (OS)
That’s true...They use to say that black curse for nothing...

Robert, (30) and Philip (26) two black men are sitting on the step of home’s porch. Joe, (40) a fat black guy joins them.

JOE
Hey, you what fuck are you talking?

PHILIP
About racial stereotypes...

JOE
Shit, man! This fucking matter sucks me, man...

ROBERT
They use to say...

PHILIP
(interrupting)
You mean white people...

JOE
Yeah. What those mother fuckers know about the fucking black people, huh?

As the people pass by the children continue playing around...

FADE OUT